
Mayhem for API

Problem/Solution

It’s safe to say that APIs are now a critical part of mod-
ern application architectures today. In the age of SaaS 
applications and infrastructure, many architectures 
are API-first in design for managing data ingestion and 
retrieval. Unfortunately, given this ever-increasing crit-
ical infrastructure, most application testing solutions 
are not up to the challenge of testing APIs. With no 
GUI available, many solutions struggle to provide input 
values to properly test APIs and have difficulty making 
sense of responses and reusing the data to test further 
into the application logic. We designed Mayhem for API 
from the ground up to overcome challenges faced by 
legacy testing tools.

Built specifically to test how requests are formed, APIs 
Mayhem for API is tuned specifically to API response 
codes and outputs to find issues in an application’s 
API infrastructure. By applying fuzzing techniques to 
the parameters in a request, Mayhem for API tests the 
quality and the resiliency of the APIs quickly through 
rapid iterations of requests to find the boundaries 
where errors most frequently occur.

Overview

Designed to be a lightweight and easy-to-use applica-
tion, Mayhem for API is used in several different roles 
within an organization. Mayhem for API consists of two 
components: first, the fuzzer application downloaded 

locally and driven through a command line interface 
(CLI), and, second, a cloud service used to track and 
manage fuzzing jobs and provide other services, such 
as API spec conversion.

A user starts by downloading the CLI and providing an 
authentication token that connects with Mayhem for 
API cloud service and authorizes the fuzzer for test-
ing. Once authenticated, all a user needs is the url of 
the API to test the location of the API specification file 
that maps the endpoints to test and, if necessary, any 
authentication information necessary to reach the API’s 
endpoints. Armed with this information, it’s a simple 
“run” command to get testing underway.

Once testing begins, users monitor the current status 
of the testing, viewing the endpoints tested and the 
number of responses, broken down by response codes 
for successful responses, client errors, and server 
errors. Users can also query the list of jobs -- both run-
ning and completed -- to review the results of the test 
runs. At the end of the test, Mayhem for API can return 
a test exit code. This can be used by other tools, like 
Jenkins, to determine whether the results of the test-
ing can trigger other processes, like failing the build. 
Testing results are also provided as a file in different 
formats that can be used by other tools or posted as 
part of pipeline reports. Since Mayhem for API is run 
locally, testing can scale out locally and can be used in 
internal development environments where access to 
the internet is not a viable option.



Use Cases

Mayhem for API’s easy-to-install and easy-to-use imple-
mentation is geared toward scalability and automation 
throughout the software development lifecycle. Its 
primary use case is integration into a continuous inte-
gration / continuous deployment environment where 
Mayhem for API is invoked as part of integration testing 
of the application. Once the application is built and 
online, the build script can call Mayhem for API, pass-
ing along information necessary to test the application. 
After testing is completed, Mayhem for API provides an 
exit code that can either pass or fail the build, should 
that be required. In addition, the output report can be 
added to the build results for review.

A developer-centered use case is a direct integration 
with the GitHub cloud. Through our GitHub app, devel-
opers can identify repositories as applications to fuzz. 
Then, with each pull request, Mayhem for API would be 
called as part of the build process, test the application, 
and then provide the results back to the developer as a 
comment in the pull request. It can even throw a badge 
up on the project’s GitHub page is being tested by May-
hem for API.

Mayhem for API Benefits

Perhaps the biggest benefit of implementing Mayhem 
for API currently is that it lays the groundwork for highly 
scalable and automated testing of APIs for quality, 
security, and performance. This architecture allows 
testing to be ingrained into all aspects of the SDLC. To-
day, Mayhem for API quickly and efficiently finds issues 
with API infrastructure that are easy to see, understand 
and fix. One day, through integration with CI systems, 
API testing can become autonomous and take place 
automatically with each application version without 
requiring human intervention.

Find out where your spec is wrong. Verify and validate 
that your API implementation meets your specification 
so that downstream consumers can program against it 
with confidence.

“We tried eight different API tools and Mayhem 
was the best and easiest to use.”

- Rob Cook, Principal Software Engineer, Everactive
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Supported Specs and Third-Party Tools

OpenAPI Support Mayhem accepts any OpenAPI specification, including the latest v3.1 revision. 3.1 was released in February 2021. 3.0 was released in 2017. 
See https://OpenAPI.tools for more information.

Built-in Postman Collections 
support

You can use your existing postman collection specs within Mayhem for API out-of-the-box.

Native HAR to OpenAPI 
conversion

You can use HARs with Mayhem for API out-of-the-box so you do not need to run complicated scripts to convert your current HAR files to 
OpenAPI.

ZAP Built-in integration Mayhem will run ZAP in addition to Mayhem logic so you see what other pentesters will see. Mayhem even integrates all ZAP output into a 
single report, and filters out meaningless noise reports by default.

API Performance

Endpoint P50/90/99 latency 
metrics

Mayhem measures P50, P90, and P99 response latency to make sure your code meets your requirements, and code changes do not hurt 
performance. Almost all organizations expect a latency of less than 50 milliseconds (ms), while realtime APIs require a latency of 30ms or 
less. All latency measurements are available in our well-documented API for integration with your own tools, such as Excel, Tableau, and 
DevOps dashboards.

Incomplete response 
measurements

Mayhem measures incomplete responses, which happen when the server closes the connection before the body is sent, e.g., the response 
length is 500 bytes but less than 500 bytes are sent. Incomplete responses trigger additional requests from clients which can slow down 
your servers.

Timeout measurements Mayhem finds endpoints that can cause user request timeouts that could cause user degredation or denial of service vulnerabilities.

API Verification

Test Coverage Level (TCL)/
Specification Contract 
Coverage

Find out where your spec is wrong. Verify and validate that your API implementation meets your specification so that downstream 
consumers can program against it with confidence. Mayhem for API is the only tool of its kind to reach (TCL) Test Coverage Level 7.

Positive and Negative 
Verification without 
Instrumentation

Have confidence Mayhem results are meaningful to your application, and not just junk API requests. Mayhem verifies that your API 
is behaving in accordance with your API specification by testing valid, invalid and malicious requests. Mayhem does not require 
instrumentation, and learns how to elicit 2xx responses in addition to checking for issues.

Built-in HTML Reporting Mayhem hits every endpoint in your spec. In addition, the Mayhem coverage report breaks down the positive and negative API specification 
coverage. The JUnit report shows you the TCL/Contract coverage of how many API endpoints we could successfully interact with (receive 
2xx response) so that you can tell no bugs in successful interactions from no bugs but no interaction was successful.

API Security

Intelligent API Exploration 
including API Sequences

Mayhem's advanced AI takes the work out of exploring your API, API parameters, and sequence of requests. Mayhem's AI techniques 
include hill climbing, generational search, and power scheduling algorithms.

Business logic checking Mayhem has an extensible plugin infrastructure so you can add custom business logic checks to test as part of every scan.

Built-in rich SARIF reporting Mayhem creates a single SARIF report over all results. SARIF is a common language for security tools geared towards creating a common 
reporting framework, including Github CodeQL, Visual Studio, and others. The SARIF report can be created locally, so you can archive the 
report with your own artifacts tools and infrastructure.

Accuracy Accuracy means you can have confidence bugs reported are real, have the most extensive checking possible, and that you do not waste 
time on false positives.

OWASP Top 10 Mayhem has best-in-class API support for finding, prioritizing, and filtering false positives for the OWASP Top 10.

API Authentication Mayhem supports Basic Auth, Bearer Tokens, Cookie Authentication, and custom authentication methods via an extensive plugin system.

REST API Mayhem handles all REST verbs, and finds novel sequences of verbs to trigger previously unknown bugs.

GRPC Scanning Mayhem supports your gRPC servers via a gRPC gateway.

Mayhem for API Features



Enterprise Support

Unlimited Scans
(Free: 50 scans/month)

Unlimited Users

Single-Sign On Support Github, local signup, and integration with your enterprise SAML, OpenID, or OAuth provider. Other providers supported upon request.

LDAP and Active Directory 
Authentication Support

Enterprise customers can integrate Mayhem with their existing LDAP and AD integrations.

User and Organizations Mayhem allows anyone to create organizations and invite users to those organizations.

Team and Group Access 
Control and Authorization

Reflect your organizational access control. Coming August 2022.

24x7 Professional Support Mayhem has online support and live discord discussion with the product engineering team.

Online community Robust community to find other like-minded organizations and users.

Regular releases with new 
features and bug fixes

Mayhem is backed up a team of engineers so you don't have to.

Private Cloud Ask us! Requires internet connectivity.

Developer Productivity

Noise cancelation and 
finding de-duplication

Mayhem bucketizes findings so you can focus on core issues and don't waste time with hundreds of reports for the same finding.

Configuration as Code Mayhem configuration is stored as a YAML file so you can check in and revision control it with the code you are testing.

Scriptable API Need to interact with results in a new way? The Mayhem for API server has it's own API for you to interface with.

Stand-alone native 
executable

Mayhem runs as native code, is a single stand-alone executable, and does not add additional dependencies and risk such as requiring Java. 
Mayhem for API is written in Rust so it's type-safe with blazing-fast compiled code performance.

Stacktrace parsing Mayhem reports include stacktraces (when enabled on the server) so that your team more quickly identify what lines of code are at fault.

Local artifact support for 
HTML and SARIF reports

You can store all results from Mayhem in a local artifact repository.

Web UI Share results with your organization and view results on any device with a web browser.

Reproduce with curl Mayhem tells you how to reproduce results with a CURL command so you can reproduce findings on your own.

Visual Studio Integration Enable developers to reproduce previously unseen findings on their local environment for a faster dev-loop/bug-fix experience. Integrate 
it with your favorite editor through SARIF/Junit reports and fix security issues without ever leaving Visual Studio. Integration built by 
Microsoft.

Performance Mayhem is up to 5x faster by making more requests in a smaller amount of time than competitors so your CI/CD or scan runs faster.

Robust OpenAPI 
Specification Parsing

Mayhem supports loose parsing of OpenAPI specifications so that small errors in your spec do not prevent Mayhem for API from running.

Continuous Integration and 
Regression Testing

Mayhem's Github Action allows you to trigger Mayhem on every build so you find issues as quickly during development as possible. 
Mayhem also makes sure bugs are not reintroduced by remembering previous defects and testing on each code update.

Dockerize application Mayhem is available as a dockerized app so that you can run it anywhere, and more securely.

“APIs are a critical part of Roblox’s modern application architecture, and we wanted a single 
solution that would conduct unit testing, regression testing, and non-deterministic testing. 
Mayhem for API delivered on that.”

- Rob Cameron, Senior Technical Director at Roblox.
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